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"Prosperity - Ingenuity
Sanity for all society
Peace and unity"
(Clarity-clarity-clarity)
Living the affirmation
Every day it's our destination
It's a journey we've undertaken
Taking love, work and dedication
To take our music from Nation to Nation
Exploring musical inspirations
Universal cooperation
Has manifested this here creation
And we wouldn't be here without you
No -Wouldn't be here without you
Couldn't be here, we wouldn't be here
Wouldn't be here, we couldn't be here - no no
Wouldn't be here without you
No we wouldn't be here without you
Couldn't be here, we wouldn't be here
Wouldn't be here, we couldn't be here
And it's you I have to thank

Yeah it's you I have to thank
For the health in my body-And the wealth, and my
honey
And the $money$, and the $money$, and the $money$
in the bank-yeah (x2)
It's a spiritual meditation
Vocalization's like respiration
For this is our chosen vocation
Complete and carry our own salvation
Each has come to this revelation
While harmonizing in jubilation
With our God in collaboration
We give eternal appreciation
We know we wouldn't be here without you
No-Wouldn't be here without you
Couldn't be here, we wouldn't be here
Wouldn't be here, we couldn't be here no no
Wouldn't be here without you
No we wouldn't be here without you
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Couldn't be here, we wouldn't be here
Wouldn't be here, we couldn't be here
And it's you I have to thank
Yeah it's you I have to thank
For the health in my body-And the wealth, and my
honey
And the $money$, and the $money$, and the $money$
in the bank-yeah
And it's you I have to thank

Yeah it's you I have to thank
For the health in my body-And the wealth, and my
honey
And the $money$, and the $money$, and the $money$
in the bank-
Yeah
(Spoken word)
"Prosperity
Raining down on Me
And all humanity
To the North~
South~
East ~
West~
Be blessed be blessed be blessed be blessed be
blessed"
And it's you I have to thank
Yeah it's you I have to thank
For the health in my body-And the wealth, and my
honey
And the $money$, and the $money$, and the $money$
in the bank-yeah
And it's you I have to thank
Yeah it's you I have to thank
For the health in my body-And the wealth, and my
honey
And the $money$, and the $money$, and the $money$
in the bank-yeah
Welcome to
The New
B.E.U.
We 3
Stand where there was a 4 before
But they'll be
No worries cause we're Warriors... 
In this music revolution
Here's our lyrical solution
To the industry's pollution
It's artistic evolution and
Fusion in the genre game
No ~ Nothing will ever be the same



The situation ~ has changed
Since we've been "Home on the Range"
A tricycle in this circus
Circumventing the old course
A musical force to be reckoned
Riding high on a horse of a different color
One song blends to another
and poetic elocutions often rise from the source
No remorse~
No corporate complications
Radio propagation props to friends and relations
To the Suits ~ here's the roots of our true foundation
We transformed what came before into our own
reincarnation
We are genius, like the Phoenix
Rising from the ash
Love and History between us
Learned our lessons from the past
We were green on the scene
Now our hooks make us cash
This time the we shall be first
and the first shall be last
Spoken:
"So stop living in the past
For this is your present
... And it is a gift."
We forgive and forget and we let the rest go
Cause ya live and ya let live
Ya learn and ya grow
That's how we slowed down back in our home town
We got to know ourselves and look at the flow we found
Everything happens for a reason
And everything comes in it's due season, so
Everybody ~ Everybody clap your hands now
We're about to take command
Of this vision ~ with precision
Cause we're wise enough to make our own "Decisions"
We get our needs met ~ Sowed our seeds ~ Fed
Watered ~ Pruned and Bloomed into trees
We let our light shine ~ prism rainbows thru showers
Like a kiss on a flower it's our appointed hour to
Empower
Embrace a true moment
Make what we're making for our own enjoyment
No agendas in this hacienda
Just transcend the hits with Zen-like innuendos
Crescendo! This bangers a blend of
gender~race~color~creed
Made with Peace ~Love & Harmony
(Harmony~Harmony and Love and Love)
Cause Love is all ya need~ Love is all ya need



Spoken:
"May the light within me honor the light within you"
"Peace be with you (and also with you)"
"Namaste & Amen"
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